1. Print both copies and laminate. Best to laminate with both sheets back to back, so you can just flip over when you run out of categories on the first sheet.

2. Roll a dice. Whichever number is rolled, you go down on the list. If you roll a 5, you go down 5 spaces to number 5. The student must name an item from the category that they landed on. When it’s their turn again, they start from the previous number. So, if they were on 5 and rolled 3, they would move 3 spots to number 8.

3. Students get a point for naming an item from that category. You can award 2 points for naming an item that has their TARGET speech sound or if they can name 3 items in less than 10 seconds.

4. The student with the most points wins!
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Name It!

1. transportation
2. animals
3. cereal
4. kitchen items
5. months of the year
6. candy
7. junk food
8. pets
9. books
10. fruits
11. countries
12. clothing items
13. furniture
14. after school activities
15. things you find in a classroom
16. things that are blue
17. vegetables
18. things you eat for breakfast
19. things that are white
20. colors
21. video games
22. famous people
23. states in the U.S.
24. foods in your backpack
25. foods that are hot
26. things that live in the ocean
27. board games
28. toys
29. girls' names
30. boys' names
Name It!

31. School supplies
32. Sports
33. Planets
34. Zoo animals
35. Things that fly
36. Jewelry
37. Things you find in a bathroom
38. Places to visit
39. Cartoons
40. Activities to play at recess
41. Desserts
42. Baby items
43. Things that are sticky
44. Farm animals
45. Things that grow
46. Appliances
47. Parts of a car
48. Fast food restaurants
49. Things that are cold
50. Tools
51. Sports equipment
52. Art supplies
53. Snack foods
54. Things that fly
55. Jobs or occupations
56. Things that are green
57. Seasons
58. Winter clothes
59. Things that are HUGE!
60. Things you find in your home